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Abstract

Automatically collected behavioral data on the location of users of mobile
phones offer an unprecedented opportunity to measure mobilization in mass
protests, while simultaneously expanding the range of researchable ques-
tions. Location data not only improve estimation of the number and com-
position of participants in large demonstrations. Thanks to high spatial and
temporal resolution they also reveal when, where, and with whom different
sociopolitical sectors join a protest campaign. This article compares the
features and advantages of this type of data with other methods of measuring
who participates in street protests. The steps in preparing a usable data set
are explained with reference to a six-week campaign of mass mobilization in
Israel in 2011. Findings based on the Israeli data set illustrate a wide range of
potential applications, pertaining to both the determinants and consequences
of protest participation. Limitations of mobile location data and the privacy
issues it raises are also discussed.
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On January 20, 2017, masses of well-wishers gathered at the National Mall in

Washington DC to be present at Donald Trump’s inauguration. The follow-

ing day an even larger crowd appeared at the same venue for the Women’s

March, a protest against the new president. The New York Times called on the

services of two “crowd scientists” from Britain to compare how big these

crowds actually were. After studying still and video images of both events,

the experts created a map divided into segments with different crowd den-

sities. They calculated that at least 470,000 people were present at the peak of

the Women’s March, approximately three times their estimate for the Trump

inauguration using the same method (Wallace and Parlapiano 2017).

Later that year Fysical, a commercial vendor of data culled from mobile

phones, reported the same 3:1 ratio (Mann 2017). However, instead of manu-

ally evaluating crowd density based on images generated when attendance

reached its peak, the company relied on stored data collected by applications

that openly or surreptitiously monitor the movement of smartphones in real

time. A similar promotional report from Safegraph, a rival vendor of location

data, went further than this (Fox and Gu 2017). By merging information on

sightings of mobile phones with Census Bureau data about the localities

where the owners of these devices appeared to reside, data analysts were

able to estimate not only how many people were present at each event but

also what kinds of localities they came from. They found, for example, that

the people in the Inauguration crowd were more likely to come from the

South, and less likely to live in affluent communities, than their counterparts

at the Women’s March.

The growing availability of continuously recorded data on the location of

mobile phones opens up new vistas for studying large-scale street protests. In

the field of social movement research, when addressing existing questions,

this type of big data can complement and in some respects even substitute for

existing methods. More than this, it becomes possible to address questions

that were rarely or never asked before, simply because suitable data were not

available. Scholars interested in taking advantage of the new sources need to

know the kinds of research questions that location data can address, the types

and quality of available data, and what is involved in their processing and

analysis. This article contributes to meeting these needs, with the aim not

only of facilitating but also inspiring future research.

To illustrate both methodological and analytical aspects of using location

data from mobile phones to study large demonstrations, we focus on a protest

campaign1 in Israel in summer 2011. This six-week-long series of demon-

strations, similar in scale and form to the better known Indignados campaigns

that preceded it in Spain and Greece, is believed to have mobilized one fifth
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of Israel’s adult population (Perugorrı́a, Shalev, and Tejerina 2016). In order

to analyze participation in the protest, we acquired a data set derived from

cellular phone signals transmitted from the locations of protest events in real

time. This data set records the number of devices sighted at each event over

the course of the campaign and their distribution between virtually all resi-

dential census tracts in the country. Publicly available information on the

attributes of census tracts (towns and urban neighborhoods) was then merged

with the participation data. This type of data set provides researchers with a

new basis for examining the social and political coalitions that underlie mass

mobilizations and for probing their spatial and temporal dynamics.

Improving our knowledge of who participates in large-scale street protests

is important because even though demonstrations attracting tens or hundreds

of thousands of participants are comparatively rare, they account for the

lion’s share of total participation (Beyerlein et al. 2016; Biggs 2016:22;

McCarthy, McPhail, and Smith 1996). A more specific motivation for study-

ing who participates in mass demonstrations is the unexpected appearance

beginning in 2010 of a wave of mega-sized national protest campaigns, a

phenomenon which some scholars believe was enabled by a new

“connective” logic of collective action that is here to stay (Bennett and

Segerberg 2013). These campaigns include the Arab Spring uprisings,

anti-austerity protests in Iceland and Southern Europe in the wake of the

2008 financial crisis, protests against “stolen elections” and unresponsive

governments in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, and other

instances of sustained mass mobilizations in countries as far afield as Turkey,

Israel, Argentina, and Brazil (Ancelovici, Dufour, and Nez 2016; Della Porta

2015, 2017; Flesher Fominaya 2014; Gerbaudo 2017). Common denomina-

tors include the exceptional scale of the most prominent demonstrations,

with participants sometimes numbering in the hundreds of thousands; the

persistence of protest activities over a period of weeks or even months; and

their geographical dispersion beyond the focal site at which the kickoff event

took place. Reflecting these features, scholars have plausibly claimed that

recent mass protests were unusually likely to mobilize “previously disen-

gaged ‘ordinary’ citizens” (Onuch 2014:3) and correspondingly successful in

assembling unusually diverse coalitions of participants (Della Porta 2015;

Gerbaudo 2017; Goldstone 2011).

The comprehensive behavioral data generated by routine tracking of the

location of mobile phones are particularly valuable for addressing two key

empirical questions posed by mass protest campaigns of this type. (1) How

encompassing was mobilization on the ground? Which sectors of society

were more likely to participate and which tended to stay away? (2) To the
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extent that a campaign succeeded in activating a diverse coalition, did dif-

ferent classes, identity groups and political camps protest together (at the

same times and places) or apart? A newly researchable question emerges

from these twin concerns: Who mobilizes when, where, and with whom? The

answers are capable of revealing the social structures and relations embedded

in a chain of street protests.

As stated, the goal of this article is not only to describe the new data and

the practical steps involved in making it usable (part 1) but also to concretely

illustrate the types of empirical analysis and insights that it makes possible

(part 2). Part 3 concludes with a summary of the potential uses to which this

type of data can be put in researching large protests and a discussion of

methodological limitations and ethical dilemmas.

Part 1: Measuring Protest Mobilization

This part of the article highlights the advantages of location data in compar-

ison with alternative ways of measuring and analyzing the magnitude, com-

position, and variability of participation in mass protests. In addition, it

explains how cellular networks and smartphone apps collect location data,

how our data set and measures were constructed, and the types of analysis

they make possible. We conclude with a summary comparison between the

new methodology introduced here and existing alternatives.

The most noteworthy feature of protest participation data derived from

automatic tracking of the location of mobile phones is that the data represent

observed behavior that is monitored in real time. This makes it possible to

avoid limitations and biases inherent in traditional methods, which rely on

subjective self-reporting and/or gather information retrospectively in a con-

text that inevitably differs from the moment of participation. Moreover,

because location data are usually stored by vendors for several years,

researchers have the luxury of being able to investigate unanticipated mass

mobilizations after the event.

In what follows, three additional advantages are also emphasized. First,

compared to other methods dependent on sampling, the samples available

through mobile phone networks are far larger and also more likely to include

“hard-to-reach” populations. Second, while estimates of the size of events

based on location data are naturally of interest, the particular strength of this

type of data is the ability to shed light on the sociologically and politically

significant question of who joins the crowd and with whom. Third, for the

purpose of studying protest campaigns (as opposed to one-off events), the

high temporal and geographical resolution of location data offers a unique
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window onto the time–space dynamics of protest participation. These

strengths should be borne in mind as we review alternative ways of quanti-

tatively studying participation in large-scale street protests.

Overview and Comparison of Measurement Methods

Quantitative data on protest participants are traditionally gathered in one of

the three ways: (1) estimates by journalists, organizers, and the authorities

(usually the police); (2) retrospective self-reports by a representative sample

of the population in response to questions posed in surveys; or (3) on-site

surveys based on sampling demonstrators in the course of a protest event.

Each method has strengths and weaknesses depending on the type of protest

and the aim of the research.

Protest event analysis (PEA). PEA, the most established approach to quantifying

protest activity, has many uses despite acknowledged weaknesses including

lack of standards and various forms of selection bias (e.g., Hutter 2014). For

the purposes of counting and classifying protest participants, the sources on

which protest event analysts typically rely are of limited value. Size esti-

mates gathered from these sources are inaccurate because of objective diffi-

culties, the biases of those who furnish the estimates, and pressure to

summon up a precise number. They are useful if the goal is simply to

distinguish between orders of magnitude (Biggs 2016). But when it comes

to probing the social and political characteristics of protest participants,

media reports are inherently selective and impressionistic. They are partic-

ularly problematic for “open” protests that appeal to diverse participants

without mediation by distinct organizations and networks (Walgrave and

Klandermans 2010).

Population surveys. Nationally representative population surveys that ask

respondents whether they participated in a specific event or campaign

become feasible when a large fraction of the citizenry is mobilized. Although

their use in studying mass protests dates back to the May 1968 events in

France (Converse and Pierce 1986), population surveys have come into their

own since 2010 and have been used to study participation in the Arab Spring,

anti-austerity protests in Europe, and other large-scale campaigns world-

wide.2 These studies have made major advances in profiling participants and

have shed much needed light on the motivations, practices, and mechanisms

of mobilization underlying contemporary mass protests. Surveys are also

attractive because they do not necessitate an instantaneous research effort,
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can be planned and carried out ex post, and may be used to sample all those

who participated over the course of a protest campaign. That said, population

surveys also have potentially grave limitations that have not always been

acknowledged.

First, surveys that are truly nationally representative are difficult to obtain.

Younger and low-income people are typically undersampled as are minori-

ties and other “hard-to-reach populations” (Marpsat and Razafindratsima

2010). Participation by different social groups is likely to be inflated for

some and underestimated for others. These limitations could be grave for

studies relying on population surveys to evaluate the inclusiveness of recent

mass protests.

In addition to problems of coverage, the retrospective self-reports on

which population surveys rely are subject to hindsight bias and social desir-

ability bias (Huber and Power 1985; Karp and Brockington 2005). Moreover,

because protests often have feedback effects on citizens’ partisan affiliations

and policy positions, it has been shown that the answers to questions asked

during and after participation are an unreliable guide to protesters’ motives

ex ante (Pierce and Converse 1990).

In the context of protest campaigns comprised of spatially and temporally

varying episodes of contention, a final limitation of population surveys is that

respondents may not recall exactly when and where they took to the streets.

Even if such questions could be answered, extremely large samples would be

needed in order to reach the level of disaggregation required for studying the

dynamics of large-scale campaigns.

On-site surveys. On-site surveys are typically based on short interviews with

protesters in situ, distributing questionnaires to participants in the hope that

they will be filled in and returned afterward or a combination of the two

(Andretta and Della Porta 2014; Walgrave and Verhulst 2008). Systematic

sampling of participants is a serious challenge, but standardized protocols

have been developed that, when properly followed, generate reliable samples

(Walgrave and Verhulst 2011). Not surprisingly, however, the stricter the

design requirements, the more difficult they are to meet in practice (Wal-

grave, Wouters, and Ketelaars 2016). Furthermore, rigorous on-site surveys

generally impose high requirements in terms of funding, training, and for-

ward planning, and the number of respondents who can be canvassed or

interviewed with this method is limited (an average of around 225 in the

51 studies reviewed by Walgrave and colleagues). Finally, the advantages of

rich individual data on protesters collected in or close to real time are
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accompanied by a grave limitation—the lack of comparable data on

nonprotesters.

New technology-based methods. In addition to mobile phone location data, our

focus here, other technically advanced approaches could potentially be used

to estimate the size and/or composition of large demonstrations. Automated

crowd counting based on analyzing images is a rapidly developing field, but

the challenges posed by crowds that are large, dense, and moving have yet to

be resolved (Henke 2016). “Soft biometrics” has spawned a number of

automated systems for identifying the age, gender, and/or ethnicity of faces

captured on video (Aziz et al. 2018; Dantcheva, Elia, and Ross 2016) but is

only beginning to become feasible for events like large demonstrations (Joo

and Steinert-Threlkeld 2018).

In contrast, studies of social movements based on data generated by social

media are rapidly proliferating (e.g., Mobilizing Ideas 2015; Steinert-Threlkeld

2018). This body of research sheds light on the dual role of online protest

activity, as both a separate sphere of contentious political action and a means

of communication, coordination, and content creation that spurs and supports

traditional offline protest. However, for present purposes, the question is

whether the big data generated by social media can reveal the time and place

in which street protests take place and relevant attributes of their participants.

Judged by this standard, it can be argued that Twitter data, the basis of most

quantitative analyses of social media and protest, have significant limitations.3

Identifying Crowds via Mobile Phones: Introducing the Data

Market researchers, transportation planners, and other applied researchers, as

well as computer scientists and a sprinkling of academic social scientists, are

increasingly utilizing data derived from the location of mobile phones

(Calabrese, Ferrari, and Blondel 2014). This article uses the term “mobile

location data” to refer to information on the location of mobile devices that is

generated and stored by cellular networks and an increasing number of

smartphone apps. Phone owners generally play a passive role and are typi-

cally unaware of the extent to which their location is being tracked, reused,

resold, and integrated with other information about them.

Sources of mobile location data. There are two broad “families” of location

data. The first and most established is data generated automatically by the

internal operating procedures of cellular networks (Ahas 2011; Smoreda,

Olteanu-Raimond, and Couronné 2013; von Mörner 2017).
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Whenever mobile phones are turned on and connected to a cellular

network, they emit signals that make them visible to nearby cell towers.

As a switched-on device moves around, its sightings are monitored in order

for the network to correctly route phone or data services to or from the

device when needed. As a by-product, the approximate location of all

devices that are connected to the network is continuously updated and

recorded. This passive monitoring is what generated the data described and

analyzed in this article. Another standard procedure, the call detail record

(CDR)—designed for billing purposes—is triggered by device activity. It

records information about each call, text, and data transfer sent or received

by a mobile device, including the location of the tower with which the

device communicated. There are numerous technical and substantive dif-

ferences between location data derived from passive monitoring and device

activity. Which is superior depends on the aims of the researcher and what

type of data is available.4

Alternatively—and increasingly—location data are collected by mobile

applications with access to the “location services” (in full, location-based

services) built into smartphones (Mobile Marketing Association 2015;

Valentino-Devries et al. 2018; Zickuhr 2013). Within this second family,

information on the geographical positioning of a smartphone is obtained

directly via GPS and indirectly by querying the location of nearby cell towers

and Wi-Fi access points. Location services are routinely invoked by naviga-

tion apps or when users of social media or shopping apps choose to “check

in.” In addition, the developers of a growing variety of smartphone apps,

including such unlikely ones as the Oxford English Dictionary (retrieved

December 12, 2018, https://www.appcensus.mobi/app/com.mobisystems.

msdict.embedded.wireless.oxford.conciseenglish/363), collect device loca-

tion data solely in order to monetize it. A device’s location may continue

to be recorded even when the relevant application is not active.

The location data industry not only bridges two different sources of data

but is also in a state of constant expansion and flux. There are many different

actors, from telecoms giants and their subsidiaries to small independent

startups, selling many different products for many different purposes. Some

do not offer location data per se but instead provide customized data analy-

tics. Among the data vendors, some specialize in a specific type of location

data, while others are aggregators. They may offer a wide or narrow range of

ancillary information on device activity and device owners. Social research-

ers thus have growing opportunities to join the many private businesses and

public agencies that purchase customized location data extracts. However,

only some types of available data conform with ethical standards for
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academic research (see the discussion of privacy and consent issues in the

concluding section of this article).

The present data set. Given that our use of location data for analyzing mass

protest participation is without precedent,5 new methods of preparation and

analysis had to be devised. In what follows, we introduce the data set,

including the procedures used in order to prepare and then utilize it for

analysis.

Our data vendor entered an agreement with Israel’s largest cellular net-

work operator at the time to continuously obtain real-time information on the

geographical location of network users derived from passive monitoring.6

The resolution of this type of location information depends on the size of the

cells into which a network is divided, which in turn varies with local popu-

lation density. A concrete indication in our case is that the data vendor

required that the “target area” defined for protest events (which were always

held in city centers) be at least 200 � 200 meters in size.

Under conditions specified by government regulators, the vendor was

permitted to store the data and sell either analytics or extractions to interested

clients. In the raw data automatically collected by cell networks, devices are

identified by their internal hardware ID. To protect users’ privacy, our ven-

dor was required to anonymize these IDs and did not have access to the

databases used by the network operator to link devices to phone numbers

and to personal information on their owners.

The data processing carried out by the vendor began with imputing the

residential location of phone owners by identifying recurrent sightings of

devices late at night. Instead of storing the specific geo-location obtained for

each device, it was coded by census tract. In Israel, census tracts (termed

statistical areas) are defined as follows. All localities with a population below

10,000 are treated as a single area, while larger towns and cities are sub-

divided into units of 3,000–4,000 residents, which are intended to coincide

with distinct neighborhoods.7 For our purposes, working with this geogra-

phical unit had several advantages. It greatly reduced concerns about the

precision of our location data, and it allowed us to merge participation data

for census tracts with the many official statistics that are also aggregated at

this level. (From now on, we will refer to the statistical areas to which the

owners of mobile phones are linked as their home localities). A further

benefit of utilizing locality-level data is that aggregation makes it difficult

if not impossible to identify individuals.

Our first step was to establish both the times and locations (target areas) of

all protest events. With this information in hand, the vendor queried their
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database of stored sightings and computed estimates of the number of per-

sons present at each event and their distribution across home localities. Since

the source was only one cellular network, the number of devices from each

home locality that was sighted at each event was extrapolated to the popu-

lation of probable mobile phone owners in each locality. The vendor used a

proprietary statistical model that took into account the sampling ratio, that is,

the number of mobile phone users served by the network in each home

locality relative to the size of its population. Finally, as a further means of

ensuring anonymity, before the data set was handed over to us, all counts

were rounded to the nearest 50. Figure 1 summarizes the main steps involved

in creating the data set.

To clarify, for present purposes, a protest event is a demonstration that

took place at a specific time and in a specific location, regardless of whether

it was part of a coordinated action carried out simultaneously in other loca-

tions. Our list of 45 events was based on reports in both mainstream and

social media on demonstrations and rallies held around the country between

July 23 and September 10, 2011, which each reportedly included at least

1,000 participants. Usable data were extracted for 38 of these events.8 Many

small-scale local events held during the campaign did not pass this threshold.

At the other extreme, mass mobilization in the 2011 campaign was concen-

trated mainly in a series of five coordinated protests held on Saturday nights,

in all but one case with their epicenter in Tel Aviv. For each of these

nationwide protests, our data set includes events that took place in as many

as 18 different locations.

Adjustment for bystanders. Whether they are large or small, demonstrations

usually take place in city centers where people may be present for a variety of

other reasons. In addition to the residents of these areas, outsiders may arrive

Phone is 
repeatedly 

sighted at night, 
revealing its 

home locality

Phone is sighted 
at a protest 

event

Number of 
phones from 
each home 
locality is 

summed and 
extrapolated to 
popula�on level

Figure 1. How geo-located phone sightings became a locality-based protest
database.
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for the purpose of work, social interaction, shopping, or recreational activ-

ities. As a result, the number of mobile devices counted at a demonstration

includes not only protesters but also bystanders, defined as persons present at

the time and place of a demonstration who are not there in order to join the

protest. However, as with any other method of quantifying protesters based

solely on observed behavior, we lacked information on the motives of the

individuals present.

We responded to the challenge of distinguishing protesters from bystan-

ders in two complementary ways. The first was to strive for accuracy in

defining the target area of each protest event, in the hope of excluding as

many bystanders as possible. The time–space coordinates of the routes and

sites of demonstrations were determined mainly on the basis of announce-

ments by event organizers and mass media reports. (Systematic observations

in real time and video recording of the events would have been helpful but

were not available.) Other parameters that influence measurement accuracy

are not under the researcher’s control. One of these is the nature of each

event’s space. It is much easier to identify the borders of a demonstration

held in a single bounded area than a march through an area in which people

are living and/or other activities are taking place. Another problem is the

margin of error inherent in passive location data, which as noted earlier is

greater than for information collected by smartphone apps using built-in

location services.

Since the demarcation of target areas cannot be perfect, and since often

bystanders are mixed with the protesting crowds, we also developed indirect

methods of assessing the number of bystanders at each event, broken down

by their home locality. By design, our data extraction included not only

counts per home locality for each protest event but also parallel “benchmark”

counts computed exactly a week before. It was clear, however, that these

counts would be an exaggerated proxy for the number of bystanders at the

site during the protest. At least some people previously in the area for every-

day reasons would refrain from returning on the day of a large demonstration

in order to avoid the commotion. Among the remainder of those previously

spotted at the scene, some might return in order to join the protest.

Accordingly, before subtracting week-before benchmarks from the num-

ber of persons spotted at a protest, they needed to be deflated. Using three

quantifiable criteria, for each protest event, we computed a composite defla-

tion rate, customized for each locality represented in the crowd. We reasoned

that a benchmark count would be less likely to represent bystanders (and

hence more in need of deflation) if (a)residents of the home locality were

often seen at other protest events during the campaign, (b)the event was
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located relatively far from home, and (c)the event location was unlikely to

attract everyday visitors.

The specifics of how we went about distinguishing presumed protesters

from presumed bystanders, including deflating the benchmark counts, are

provided in Online Appendix 1 (which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.

com/supplemental/).9 In addition, we tested the sensitivity of a wide range of

our findings to different ways of computing the composite deflation rate. The

results, reported in Online Appendix 2 (which can be found at http://smr.

sagepub.com/supplemental/), show that this made very little difference to the

findings. Our estimates of the size of protest events are similar in order of

magnitude to those reported by the media at the time of the protest but more

conservative. Table 1 compares the estimates for the two largest protest

events (both held in Tel Aviv). It also includes the lower and upper bounds

of our estimation derived from different ways of computing the composite

deflation rate. The table shows that our figures lie near the lower end of the

ranges reported by the media. Note the narrow range of measurable uncer-

tainty introduced by the procedure for adjusting for bystanders.

To reiterate, our estimated protester counts (for each event and home

locality) are the gross number of persons observed in the event’s target area,

less than the deflated benchmark number from a week before. Given that

demonstrations can last for a number of hours, researchers must decide how

frequently counts should be made and which of them will serve as the

count(s) of record. In the data set acquired for our research, headcounts for

each event were supplied for the beginning of each hour. We selected the

highest of these hourly counts since it is closest to the actual number of

persons who participated. If data on individual phones over the entire course

of each event had been available, it would have been possible to more

accurately estimate the total number of individuals present, irrespective of

Table 1. Estimated Crowd Size at the Two Largest Protest Events (Thousands).

Location Data Media Reports

Tel Aviv, August 6 219 (218.1–219.8) 230–300a

Tel Aviv, September 3 123 (119.1–127.1) 125–280b

Note: In the location data column, figures in parentheses are the range of estimates derived from
multiple schemes of adjustment for bystanders (see the text and Online Appendix 1 [which can
be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/] for details).
aSource: net.nana10.co.il/Article/?ArticleID¼820449 (accessed October 19, 2011).
bSource: it.themarker.com/tmit/article/16771 (accessed October 19, 2011).
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when they arrived and left. Since this is not the case, our participation

estimates are biased downward.

The Data Set, How It Can Be Analyzed, and the Measures It Yields

The procedures described above were followed to generate estimates of the

number of participants from each home locality present in the 38 events

included in our data set. As mentioned, home localities are the census tracts

where protesters live. To minimize reliability issues, our working data set is

limited to tracts with at least 300 working-age residents (aged 18–64, approx-

imating the number of potential protesters). A total of 2,237 home localities

for which we obtained estimates of protest participation passed this thresh-

old, comprising 96 percent of the working-age population of Israel.10 Both

the mean and the median size of the included home localities are approxi-

mately 1,800.

In the working data set that is the basis for our empirical analyses, esti-

mates of the number of protesters (after deducting bystanders) are arrayed in

a matrix consisting of protesters’ home localities in the rows and protest

events in the columns. Table 2 shows the structure of this matrix, with the

addition of marginal totals shaded in gray.

The row totals in Table 2 offer a campaign-oriented perspective. They

constitute the total number of “participations” by residents of each locality at

all of the events in the protest campaign.11 By coding other home locality

attributes, for example, their ethnic or educational composition, it is possible

to explore what kinds of localities were highly mobilized in the protest

compared with those which played little or no role.

We generally measure home locality mobilization by converting each

row’s participation totals to participation rates, relative to the size of the

Table 2. The Data Set Matrix.

Protest Events

Event 1 Event 2 Event n Total Participations
per Locality

Home localities

Locality 1

Locality 2

Locality n

Total participations per event.
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potential protesting population. Associations can then be explored between

these rates and other locality attributes. For this purpose, numerous attributes

available at the level of statistical areas from Israel’s Central Bureau of

Statistics and other public agencies were merged with our measures of pro-

test participation rate. These included data on the socioeconomic level, eth-

nic and religious composition, and voting behavior of the residents of each

home locality.

The column totals in Table 2, which indicate the total number of pro-

testers at each event, enable an event-oriented perspective on the data.

Contrasts can be made between participation at specific events or in refer-

ence to event characteristics such as when they occurred (different phases

of the campaign) or where they took place (e.g., in large cities versus more

peripheral locations).

A third and more nuanced way of exploiting the data matrix is to com-

bine information from its rows and columns. From an event-oriented per-

spective, it is possible to explore whether different types of events attracted

different crowds (based on the attributes of the home localities from which

they came). Correspondingly, when analyzing the drivers of variation in

home locality mobilization, the protest campaign may be disaggregated at

the level either of individual events or different types of events. This opens

the way to discovering variation in the profile of participants at different

events or changes over the course of a campaign in the social bases of

mobilization.

The appropriate way of counting participations depends on which of the

two analytical perspectives is adopted. From a campaign-oriented perspec-

tive, we considered two global measures of home locality mobilization. The

first of these, total participations, aggregates the counts obtained for each

locality at all events. The second measure, peak participation, is based solely

on counts for the specific event to which each locality sent the highest

number of demonstrators.

While total participations is the more comprehensive of these two mea-

sures, it is often preferable to focus on a locality’s best effort (its “peak

participation”). The share of the members of a community who mobilized

cannot be calculated using total participations, which include an unknown

number of repeat demonstrators. The same home locality total could be

generated by a variety of scenarios, from one-time attendance by different

members of the community to repeated participation by a smaller group of

dedicated activists. Accordingly, the ratio of peak participation to the size of

the working-age population is our preferred measure of localities’ engage-

ment in the campaign as a whole.12
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The alternative event-oriented perspective focuses on spatial and temporal

patterns of mobilization. It is possible to compare the composition of parti-

cipants at different event locations, events held at different times during the

campaign, or a combination of the two. For example, the dynamics of a

campaign can be tracked over different phases by analyzing changes in the

makeup of the crowds, namely the distribution of participants by their home

localities. As in analyses from a campaign-oriented perspective, most event-

oriented results are presented as relative rates rather than absolute numbers.

Comparing Methods of Data Collection

Now that our data and methodology have been introduced, and before

moving forward to give examples of its uses, Table 3 summarizes the

differences between using automatically collected mobile location data to

study mobilization in large-scale protests and the most viable alternative

sources—either population-wide or on-site sample surveys. Because both

Table 3. Three Methods of Collecting Data on Participants in Large-Scale Protests.

Population Surveys On-site surveys Location Data

Unit of
analysis Individuals Individuals Localities

Time of data
collection

After the event In real time but
requires preparation

Gathered automatically
in real time, available
after the event

Sample Small systematic
sample

Small systematic
sample

Large “found” sample

Coverage Depends on sampling
frame and respondent
cooperation

Depends on
conditions.
Nonparticipants not
covered

Depends on cellphone
penetration and
network coverage

Time and
space
resolution

Not applicable Not applicable High

Source of
participation
data

Self-reports Behavior Behavior

Source of
data on
covariates

Self-reports Self-reports Census, administrative
and event data
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types of survey collect information directly from individual respondents,

they offer researchers the opportunity to try to connect engagement in

protest to personal backgrounds, outlooks, and a host of other theoretically

grounded causal variables such as sense of grievance, sympathy for the

protest, prior protest experience, personal contact with activists and sup-

porters, and availability for participation (e.g., Anduiza, Cristancho, and

Sabucedo 2014; Rüdig and Karyotis 2014). On the other hand, since even

on-site surveys suffer from potentially severe time inconsistency problems,

the information they provide (including on motives for joining a protest) is

not necessarily reliable.

The superior size and coverage of the samples available using cellular big

data, as well as the fact that the crowd counts it yields are based on observed

behavior monitored in real time, offer substantial benefits for researchers

interested in mapping the social, spatial, and political coalitions underpin-

ning mass protests. Moreover, as will shortly be shown, the use of localities

as the unit of analysis affords novel research opportunities that are especially

relevant to protest campaigns comprising events at multiple sites and times.

Clearly, as with all methodological choices, trade-offs are involved.

While the type of behavioral data we use is free of the potential distortions

inherent in survey samples and self-reports, it is subject to several other types

of error. These include inaccuracies in location information and imperfect

population estimates when using data that originate from a single mobile

carrier, as well as uncertainty regarding the number of bystanders whose

presence in the area of protest events is recorded along with that of authentic

protesters. Yet these caveats are more likely to affect estimates of the abso-

lute number of participants than either their composition or their time–space

dispersion over the course of a protest campaign, features that we argue are

of greater importance to researchers.

Other issues arise because of the aggregated nature of the data on protest-

ers when seeking to profile the protesting and nonprotesting populations,

measure group differences in mobilization, and isolate the net effect of

specific attributes of potential protesters on their likelihood of participation.

No difficulty would arise in making such inferences from spatially aggre-

gated data if the residents of home localities were always homogenous with

respect to either the outcome of interest (joining the protest or abstaining) or

its presumed determinants (e.g., if all belong to the same ethnic group, vote

for the same party). To the extent that localities are internally heterogeneous,

researchers run the risk of making erroneous inferences from geographically

aggregated data (the ecological fallacy).
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This and other potential limitations of location data are discussed in the

concluding section of this article. Our task now is to demonstrate how a data

set of this type is constructed and can be used for research, using the case of a

mass protest campaign in Israel in 2011.

Part 2: Applications to Israel’s 2011 Social Justice
Protest

Between July and September 2011, Israel was swept by a protest that mobi-

lized hundreds of thousands of citizens and completely dominated public

discourse (Ram and Filc 2016; Rosenhek and Shalev 2014). It began in Tel

Aviv as an outcry against the scarcity and cost of rental housing in the city

and quickly expanded in scale, geographical spread, and demands. The pro-

test articulated widespread discontent on a variety of social and economic

issues, bundled together by a critique of neoliberal policies and an over-

arching demand for social justice. Its leaders and activists adopted inclusive

rhetoric, refused to align with or take positions on divisive noneconomic

issues, and made explicit efforts to draw a variety of social groups into the

ranks of the demonstrators.

The social justice protest quickly came to enjoy widespread support,13

obliging even the political leaders whose policies were under attack to recog-

nize the public’s distress and promise to relieve it. Except at times of war and

conflict, such a broad consensus among both elites and the mass public is rare

in the Israeli context, in which long-established cleavages between rival

political camps and identity groups are rarely challenged. Nevertheless, the

centrality of the plight of the younger generation of the middle classes to the

discourse of the protest, and the predominance among its leaders and most

visible supporters of secular and college-educated people that oppose the

dominant right-nationalist political bloc, risked alienating social and political

sectors outside of these orbits. As a result, Israel is an ideal setting for

illustrating the boundaries of recent protest campaigns that shunned conven-

tional politics and spoke in the name of “the people.” As noted in this

article’s introduction, the question is not only who demonstrated and who

stayed home but also who protested with whom.

The analyses summarily presented in this section of this article aim to

illustrate a range of novel uses of the data set introduced in part 1. More

theoretically driven questions and more elaborate types of data analysis will

be taken up in other papers. In line with our aim of encouraging social

movement researchers to take advantage of mobile location data, the con-

cluding section (part 3) includes a typology that summarizes the variety of
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causal effects that are testable using geographically aggregated data on pro-

test participation, including topics not empirically addressed here.

In what follows, we begin by exploring the campaign as a whole, first to

gauge fundamental aspects of variability in protest participation rates and

then to gain insight into the social and political backgrounds of the protesters.

After that we turn our attention to temporal and spatial variation over the

course of the campaign. By looking at differences in the composition as well

as intensity of mobilization, the findings offer suggestive evidence that dif-

ferent phases of the campaign and different sites of protest varied not only in

the size of the crowds they attracted but also in who turned out.

The third and last set of empirical illustrations shifts the focus from the

correlates and dynamics of mobilization to its role as an independent vari-

able. Specifically, we ask whether the data provide at least prima facie

evidence that the extent to which a community is engaged in protest influ-

enced other outcomes of interest to scholars. One of the examples, which is

based on survey data merged with our data set, indicates that the aggregate

mobilization of a local community has a contextual effect on the probability

of participation by its individual members. The second example shows the

downstream effect of the intensity of mobilization in home localities on the

first elections held after the protest.

The Variability of Participation Rates and the Diversity of Participants

One way to assess the breadth of the mobilization that occurred in Israel

during the social justice protest is by examining the geographical disper-

sion of both the sites of protest and the origin of protesters. The maps in

Online Appendix 3 (which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/sup

plemental/) attest to a high degree of spatial concentration in both of

these respects. While demonstrations were held throughout the country,

Tel Aviv and several lesser epicenters drew by far the largest crowds.

Similarly, the vast majority of all participants were residents of the most

densely populated regions in the center of Israel (the Tel Aviv and

Jerusalem metropolitan areas). Nevertheless, high participation rates

were much more dispersed across home localities around the country.

This is explained both by the opportunities provided by local events and

the fact that highly motivated participants were ready to travel in order to

take part in major demonstrations.

Sectoral cleavages and protest mobilization. Variation in protest participation

can also be assessed quantitatively. We analyze home locality mobilization
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using a two-step approach, asking first whether localities passed some min-

imal threshold of protest activity and then addressing variation in the partic-

ipation rates of active localities. Similar to the analysis of individual

engagement in protest, each of these two might be explained by different

factors (Klandermans 1997:chapter 1).

We classified localities with a participation rate14 of less than 1 percent of

their working-age population as “inactive” and those exceeding 1 percent

as “active.” About 60 percent of the total of 2,232 home localities with

nonmissing data passed this minimal threshold. Among these active home

localities, the level of participation varied widely (the coefficient of varia-

tion is 1.26).

In the context of the Israeli protest, the main interest in protester composi-

tion revolves around the tension between the broad backing it enjoyed from

nearly all social sectors (supported by the inclusive rhetoric invoked by

protest leaders) versus public perceptions and survey evidence suggesting

that the leaders and core activists were drawn primarily from Israel’s histori-

cally hegemonic sector, comprised of relatively affluent, educated, secular,

and left-leaning Jews. A strong test of the diversity of those who were

mobilized is the level of engagement of sectors of society that either did not

support the protest or else faced clear cultural, political, or geographical

barriers to translating their sympathy into action.

We focus on three minority groups that media reports and survey findings

indicate fall into this category: Palestinian Arab citizens, ultra-orthodox

Jews, and “settlers,” the residents of Jewish settlements in the Palestinian

territories known as the West Bank. Collectively these three sectors comprise

one third of all Israeli citizens. Arabs are the largest minority (18 percent),

followed by ultra-orthodox Jews (11 percent) and settlers (5 percent).15

Substantively, there are grave tensions between all three of these minorities

and the secular Jewish middle class, and they seldom cooperate in the polit-

ical sphere.16

By definition, settlers live in a clearly demarcated geographical area. The

Arab and ultra-orthodox populations also live almost exclusively in homo-

geneous and spatially segregated residential communities. Consequently,

home localities are a reliable basis for distinguishing all three of these sectors

and comparing them to the residual “majority.”

Figure 2 presents the two facets of locality-level mobilization: the pro-

portion of “active” home localities (those that crossed the minimal 1 percent

threshold) and, for active localities only, their average participation rate. As

expected, both the activity rate and the participation rate of the minorities are

far below those of the majority. Weighting the results by the size of
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localities’ working-age population, we estimate that 37 percent of Arabs, 53

percent of Jewish ultra-orthodox, and 57 percent of settlers live in localities

that were at least minimally active, compared with 74 percent of the rest of

the population. The average level of mobilization in active home localities

populated by the majority is roughly twice as high as in two of the minority

sectors, with ultra-orthodox localities lagging even further behind.17 Another

interesting finding is that while nearly two thirds of Palestinian Arab citizens

live in localities that took no meaningful part in the protest, participation in

those that did cross the minimum threshold is the highest of the three

minorities.

The partial participation of seemingly alienated minorities supports the

claim that the protest had at least some success in reaching out to diverse

groups including those with distinctive identities, worldviews, and political

preferences. At the same time, considerable internal variance in mobilization

is evident among both the majority and the minorities. It would certainly be

possible to delve into the circumstances that promoted or hampered the

involvement of each of the populations least likely to actively join the cam-

paign, but for present purposes, the important findings concern the sheer

dimensions of their participation. Our behavioral data provide more credible

indications on this score than population surveys, the only other source of

evidence that is more than impressionistic. The findings of a systematic
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Figure 2. Mean rates of activity and participation, by population sector. Population-
weighted means of home localities. “Active” localities are those with a peak partic-
ipation rate of at least 1 percent. Participation rates are for active localities only.
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comparison reported in Online Appendix 5 (which can be found at http://smr.

sagepub.com/supplemental/) suggest that two unrelated population surveys

significantly overestimated minority participation. We attribute this mainly

to pollsters’ reliance on small minority samples that fail to accurately rep-

resent these “hard-to-reach” populations. Besides the effect of group identity,

other drivers of mobilization were also at work, and their influence will now

be assessed alongside sectoral effects.

Explaining variation in local mobilization. We chose three measurable determi-

nants of variation in home localities’ protest engagement: (1) socioeconomic

differences (level of education), (2) geographical differences (accessibility of

protest sites), and (3) political differences (vote distribution).

1. Socioeconomic differences: It is a truism that in contemporary soci-

eties, the distinction between the college-educated and those without

higher education is fundamental for both life chances and social

status. Therefore, the share of college graduates in localities’ popula-

tions serves as a reliable measure of the socioeconomic status of their

residents. Furthermore, since the leaders of the social justice protest

and most of its activists were either students or young professionals,

and one of its central themes was the declining opportunities and

living standards of these two groups, the college/noncollege binary

is a promising predictor of mobilization. The necessary data are

robust and readily available at the locality level in the form of the

proportion of working-age adults with college degrees.

2. Geographical differences: While personal availability for protest due

to circumstances like age and family responsibilities has long been

recognized as a determinant of individual participation, the opportu-

nity to access a protest event (a function of distance) has received

much less attention (but see Converse and Pierce 1986; Rüdig and

Karyotis 2014; Traag, Quax, and Sloot 2017).18 Locality-level data

are ideally suited for this purpose. The distance between each home

locality and the nearest event (host locality) was obtained from a GIS

matrix.

3. Political differences: As in other recent encompassing and ostensibly

apolitical mass campaigns, there is evidence from surveys that polit-

ical cleavages played a decisive role in structuring participation in

Israel’s social justice protest (Perugorrı́a, Shalev, and Tejerina 2016).

However, since party competition and voting in Israel are unusually
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detached from conflicts over social and economic policy (Shalev

2007; Shamir and Arian 1999), a brief explanation is required.

Ever since the historic 1967 war, the political left and right have primarily

been divided by issues related to the self-image of the state (Jewish vs.

democratic) and Israel’s military posture and territorial aspirations (hawk

vs. dove; Shamir, Dvir-Gvirzman, and Ventura 2017). While these contested

issues did not bear directly on the 2011 protest, and indeed were intentionally

sidestepped by its leaders and most activists, the left–right division was

salient for other reasons. The main political camps represent and promote

fiercely competing worldviews and collective identities. These usually pre-

empt participation in collective action under alien sponsorship, even in cases

where common material interests are at stake. Moreover, because the protest

was directed against the policies of the incumbent government, and might

therefore have threatened the short and even long-term dominance of the

ruling Likud party and its nationalist and religious coalition partners, their

supporters also had a pragmatic reason to stay away.

Among the country’s Jewish majority, supporters of right and religious

parties far outnumber leftists, but between them is an often sizable center

bloc that on many issues is closer to the left than the right. Accordingly, a

simple but potentially powerful predictor of the extent to which active home

localities joined the protest is the combined vote share of left and center

parties in the 2009 election, the last one before the protest.19

Bivariate rank correlations between the above three determinants and the

two facets of local mobilization (whether localities are active and if so how

intensely) confirm that the influence of different drivers depends on the

outcome. The strongest correlate of activity is distance from the nearest event

(Spearman’s r ¼ �.35), while the variable most strongly associated with the

participation rate of active localities is the vote share of left and center parties

(r ¼ .45).

To investigate the relative strength and significance of the independent

variables, we performed a two-phase multivariate analysis. First, a logistic

regression was used to predict the net probability of activity (participation of

at least 1 percent). Next, for active home localities only, we used a GLM

model to predict net differences in their participation rate. To deal with

nonlinearity, both estimations are based on multiple fractional polynomial

models.20

Figures 3 and 4 that follow provide visualizations of the most important

findings from these regressions. Note that the results of these (and subse-

quent) models are reported in Online Appendix 6 (which can be found at
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http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/), along with the number of home

localities included in each analysis.

The most powerful predictor of “activity” is the geographical distance of a

locality from the nearest protest event. Figure 3 plots this relationship, con-

ditional on group membership (a binary variable contrasting the three mino-

rities collectively with the majority). Note the persistent gap between the two

lines, indicating that even after the effects of the control variables are

accounted for, minority localities have a lower probability of activity.21 The

slope of the lines indicates that geographical proximity greatly facilitates

mobilization by both groups. However, and not surprisingly, in proportional

terms, the chilling effect of distance is greater for minority than majority

localities. Compared with home localities in cities that hosted an event, those

10 kilometers away from the nearest protest are 21 percent (majority) and 31

percent (minority) less likely to pass the active threshold. This effect inten-

sifies as distance increases.22

Next, we focus solely on active home localities, examining associations

between their logged participation rate23 and the same set of determinants;

however, this time the minorities are modeled separately. The strongest

Figure 3. Effect of event accessibility on the likelihood of minimal protest activity, by
population sector. Margins plot of the net effect of home localities’ distance from the
nearest protest event in kilometers on their probability of being active, defined as a
participation rate of at least 1 percent of the working-age population. See the text for
model specification and Online Appendix 6 (which can be found at http://smr.sage-
pub.com/supplemental/) for results.
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predictor of locality participation is the left and center vote share, and

Figure 4 plots this relationship. Mobilization is higher in places where a

larger proportion of the population voted for these parties in the preceding

elections. This effect is strong but not linear, mainly because it emerges

only after the share of left and center supporters rises beyond a threshold of

about 30 percent.

In addition to the powerful effect on mobilization of the political division

between the main electoral blocs, model results show that localities’ socio-

economic status and their distance from the nearest event have weaker but

statistically significant effects. Although as expected all three dummy vari-

ables representing the minority sectors have negative coefficients, only the

one for ultra-orthodox Jews is significant.

To sum up this exploration of the determinants of home locality mobiliza-

tion over the campaign as a whole, both the descriptive findings and the

results of the multivariate models point to conclusions that are plausible and

meaningful. First, they confirm that populations that are socially and polit-

ically remote from the main backbone of the Israeli protest indeed joined the

demonstrations but at substantially lower rates than had been reported by

Figure 4. Relationship between protest participation and support for left and center
parties. Fractional polynomial plot of the net effect of the vote share of left and center
parties in the 2009 elections on home localities’ participation rates in the 2011
protest. Y-axis uses a log scale (base 2). Analysis includes only home localities that
were “active” (participation rate of at least 1 percent) and had a left and center vote
share of at least 5 percent. See the text for model specification and Online Appendix 6
(which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/) for results.
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population surveys. Second, the finding that spatial accessibility is the major

determinant of whether more than a trivial share of a locality’s residents

participated in the protest draws attention to a fundamental barrier to partic-

ipation that has rarely been studied. Using our geo-tagged behavioral data,

the distance effect could be easily determined and also reliably modeled

given the very large sample of mobile phone users whose location was

monitored. Third, consistent with earlier findings based on individual-level

surveys, political partisanship plays a paramount role in explaining variations

in participation between active home localities.

Temporal Dynamics and Spatial Dispersion

Because the data matrix used in this research provides information on who

protested (based on their home localities) for each protest event, it is possible

to go beyond inferring the role of different drivers of participation. The

findings that will now be presented address the questions of when, where,

and with whom different groups joined the campaign.

Compositional changes in the course of the campaign. We have already seen

evidence of substantial differences in aggregate mobilization between social

sectors. Now, we disaggregate the intracampaign dynamics of participation,

focusing on groups already shown to have been unlikely protesters. To the

extent that these groups participated at all, were they drawn into the ebbs and

flows of mobilization on the part of more likely protesters or was the timing

of their participation idiosyncratic? Building on earlier findings, we first
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Figure 5. Protest participation over time, by population sector. Participation rates
are the share of a sector’s working-age population participating in the protests held
on each date.
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address the distinction between the three minority sectors and the residual

majority. Then, within the majority, we look at the political contrast between

localities that strongly support left and center parties and those where parties

of the right are strongly supported.

Sectorally and politically disaggregated trends in the evolution of mobi-

lization are presented in Figures 5 and 6. The trend lines are interrupted by a

weekend in which the protesters took a time out due to a terror attack on

Israel’s southern border. This break visually underscores the main feature of

the campaign’s temporality: two distinct cycles in which participation rates

rose sharply to a peak and then fell off again. Despite large intergroup

differentials in protest intensity, clear similarities are evident in the trends.

In particular, both Figures 5 and 6 show that in the run-up to each peak, a

rising tide lifted nearly all boats.24

Based on the data underlying Figure 6, the ratio of participation in left/

center-leaning versus right-leaning localities is approximately 5:1 in the first

two large-scale mobilizations and at both of the peaks. However on August

13, when mobilization plummeted following its first peak, the participation

rate of right-leaning localities was actually a little higher than for left/center-

leaning localities. This was the intended result of a top-down initiative,

assisted by local activists, to temporarily suspend protests in the two epicen-

ters in the center of the country (Tel Aviv and Jerusalem) in order to spotlight

and include outlying areas and increase the engagement of sectors outside the

main group of protesters (mainly the Jewish right-leaning working class).

However, the call for mobilization of “the periphery” was not directed at the
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Figure 6. Protest participation over time, by political partisanship. Excludes the
three minority sectors. Lines differentiate between home localities in the top and
bottom tertiles of the vote share of left and center parties in the 2009 elections. They
report the share of the working-age population which participated in the protests
held on each date.
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three minority sectors, and this inclusionary moment of the campaign

bypassed all three of them (Figure 5).

These findings show that disaggregated temporal data on mobilization

over the course of a protest campaign can shed new light on how movements

that strive for encompassingness succeed in incorporating sectors beyond

their natural constituency. The similar trends in the mobilization of diverse

groups as the Israeli protest moved toward both of its two peaks are indica-

tive of its success in incorporating those less likely to join the crowds, albeit

at much lower intensity than core supporters. The findings also suggest that

at different moments during a protest campaign, the power relations between

groups of protesters can change: The modest but significant success of the

events held on a date explicitly reserved for participation by politically

alienated supporters suggests that separation can play a role in recruiting

reluctant supporters to a campaign with inclusive ambitions. This suggestion

receives additional support in the next section, which reports findings related

to the spatial dimension of intracampaign variability.

Spatial variation in protest participation. In large-scale protest campaigns that

seek to engage diverse sectors of society, and which offer them a variety of

locations at which to demonstrate, several forces may influence protesters’

choice of venue (AlSayyad and Guvenc 2015; Braun and Koopmans 2010;

Myers 2010). These include (1) convenience, that is, the accessibility of

available event sites to potential protesters; (2) the aura surrounding

“magnet” protest sites, like Tahrir Square in the Egyptian revolution; and

(3) homophily, the tendency for people to seek the company of others like

themselves. It can further be assumed that the importance of these three

considerations varies between different groups. For example, we expected

that convenience would weigh more heavily in the decisions of protesters

who are less committed but might be overridden by the power of attraction of

mass gatherings held at the central site of protest. We also anticipated that the

motivation to congregate with other socially similar protesters would be

especially strong for ethnically or culturally distinct sectors, particularly if

their customs limit face-to-face interactions with outsiders.

The strength of the convenience effect, for both minority and majority

social sectors, has already been shown in Figure 3. However, further analysis

reveals a striking difference between Tel Aviv and other event locations (see

Online Appendix 7, which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supple

mental/). The mega-demonstrations held in Tel Aviv exerted such a magnetic

attraction that distance has no chilling effect on participation by protesters

living outside the city’s metropolitan area.
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Homophily, a third hypothesized influence on the spatial distribution of

protest, is tested by comparing the composition of the crowds that gathered in

different locations (with local residents set aside because in their case it is

more difficult to distinguish between participants and bystanders). A simple

but telling illustration is presented in Figure 7, which for each of the cam-

paign’s four leading event locations compares the characteristics of out-of-

town protesters with those of local residents. Similar to the overtime analysis,

the three alienated minorities are distinguished, and the remaining localities

are subdivided by tertiles of support for left and center parties.

Figure 7 confirms our expectation that the protesters from outside the host

city who assembled at events in each of the four epicenters differed substan-

tially in their composition. Furthermore, the composition of protesters is

generally very similar to that of the local population of the host cities.

Reflecting the character of the city, participants in Tel Aviv were less inclu-

sive of minority sectors and more politically homogenous. Similarly, the

almost exclusive role of Jerusalem in hosting ultra-orthodox protesters and

the above-average representation of Arab citizens at events held in Haifa

Figure 7. Composition of out-of-town protesters and local residents at major event
locations. Protester composition is based on the total number of participations at
each event location, local residents excluded. Left and center support level refers to
the “majority” sector and is measured by tertiles of the vote shares of left and center
parties in the 2009 elections. aThe local population in Jerusalem does not include the
Palestinian neighborhoods of East Jerusalem.
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suggest that minority groups indeed prefer to participate in places that are not

only more physically accessible but also more heavily populated by people

like themselves. Striking variations are also evident in the presence of parti-

cipants from left-leaning and right-leaning localities at different sites of

mobilization. Consistent with the homophily hypothesis, Figure 7 makes

evident the similarity between the political profile of local residents and

out-of-town protesters. Looking across all 17 host localities, we found a

strong bivariate association between support for left and center parties in

host and home localities (Spearman’s r ¼ .73, p < .001).

These findings underline the significance of a mechanism that in Israel

clearly facilitated encompassing collective action—namely, temporal and

spatial segmentation of protesters representing groups with conflicting iden-

tities. Simply put, collaboration between social groups in the course of a

protest campaign does not have to mean that protesters from different sectors

literally stand shoulder to shoulder. In the words of Walgrave and Verhulst,

whose pathbreaking work on this topic has not yet received the attention it

deserves, it is entirely possible that “different people take to the streets but

not to the same streets at the same time” (Walgrave and Verhulst 2009:1357).

Indeed, some degree of time and place segmentation may even be a precon-

dition for encompassing collective action that succeeds in mobilizing diverse

publics, especially in heterogeneous and divided societies. The high geogra-

phical and temporal resolution of location data, combined with sample sizes

that easily permit investigation of protester heterogeneity, suggests that this

is one of its most promising uses.

Effects of Protest Participation

The final empirical illustrations reverse the direction of the causal arrow,

showing how data on locality-level protest mobilization may be utilized as an

independent variable in order to explain both the dynamics and effects of a

mass protest campaign. The first of these novel applications is based on

merging our data on the aggregated protest participation of residential local-

ities with individual-level data on their residents. A multilevel data set like

this has many possible uses, two of which are illustrated here.

Contextual effects of local mobilization. Political action is rarely taken in soli-

tude, and it has long been recognized that rather than focusing solely on

individual-level characteristics, the local social and political context should

also be considered as a factor influencing participation. A seminal study by

Huckfeldt (1979) suggested that when political participation is the norm in a
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community and it is positively valued in one’s immediate social environ-

ment, the legitimacy to act is high and participation is more probable. How-

ever, since different types of individuals are affected to different degrees by

their environment, interactions are likely between individual- and

contextual-level attributes. Merging our aggregated data on protest partici-

pation per home locality with geo-located data on individuals from a popu-

lation survey makes it possible to explore the contextual effect of local

mobilization on the protest participation of individuals, controlling for rele-

vant background variables.25

For hypotheses that posit contextual effects on individuals, hierarchical

models are recommended (Gelman et al. 2007). We performed a multilevel

logistic regression to test the effect of the local participation rate on the

participation of individuals, conditional on their a priori likelihood of parti-

cipating. The latter was modeled by control variables representing predictors

previously identified in survey research on the Israeli protest: age, gender,

college education, political ideology, religiosity, and origin in the former

Soviet Union (Haber, Heller, and Hermann 2011). Political ideology, the

Figure 8. Individual participation rate by individual political ideology and level of local
mobilization. Estimates derived from a multilevel logit regression. Local mobilization
is the home locality peak participation rate. Individual-level data are from the Israel
Democracy Institute’s 2012 “Democracy Index” survey (n ¼ 659), based on self-
reports (Jewish localities only). The model controls for individuals’ age, gender,
education, religiosity, and immigrant status. See text for model specification and
Online Appendix 6 (which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/) for
results.
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strongest of these predictors, was interacted with local mobilization in order

to test whether the impact of community-level participation on individuals is

moderated by the degree to which they are predisposed to participate.

The most important findings from the regression model are summarized in

Figure 8 (full results are reported in Online Appendix 6, which can be found

at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/). Figure 8 portrays the relationship

between local mobilization (horizontal axis) and the probability of protest

participation by individuals (vertical axis), segmented by survey respon-

dents’ left-right placement. It is evident that local mobilization has no sig-

nificant effect on the probability that rightwing individuals join the protest.

But for those identifying with the left or center of the political spectrum,

community-level engagement is associated with a dramatically higher indi-

vidual propensity to demonstrate. The fact that no contextual effect was

detected for individuals identified with the right lays to rest any suspicion

that the correlation between individual and local mobilization is simply due

to the success of the survey in sampling individuals who are representative of

their community.26 Accordingly, these results vindicate the case for further

research using integrated macro and micro protest data to address the argu-

ment that the political participation of individuals is affected by norms of

participation in their immediate environment.

Protest and electoral behavior. Data on local rates of engagement in a protest

can also serve researchers interested in linkages between contentious politics

and electoral behavior. There are multiple ways in which protests can influ-

ence elections, including consolidation of protest movements into new polit-

ical parties; changes in political attitudes that shift voter preferences and

stimulate changes in party platforms; and altered levels of political interest

and efficacy, reflected in voter turnout. While interest in these and other

interplays between “ballots and barricades” has increased in recent years

(McAdam and Tarrow 2010), due to a lack of suitable data empirical studies

of the impact of mass protests on election outcomes are rare (but see

Anduiza, Martin, and Mateos 2013; Gillion and Soule 2018).

To explore the potential contribution of locality-level data on protest

participation, we model the effect of local mobilization on aggregate local

vote shifts in the elections held before and after the protest (2009 and 2013).

Commentators have suggested that the protest shaped the issue agenda of

the 2013 elections, with two palpable results (Shamir 2015; Talshir 2015).

First, it lent new relevance to declining leftwing parties, which gained 5

more seats in the 120-seat Israeli legislature. In addition, the protest served

as a springboard for a new contender—Yesh Atid (“there is a future”)—
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which coopted some key elements of its discourse. Yesh Atid garnered 14

percent of the popular vote which translated into 19 seats, second only to

the ruling Likud party.

Figure 9 plots the relationship between the intensity of home locality

participation in the 2011 protest and the above two local electoral outcomes

(the difference between the vote shares of leftwing parties in 2009 and 2013

and the share obtained by the Yesh Atid party in its electoral debut in 2013).

These results are based on separate fractional polynomial regressions that

estimate the expected effect of local mobilization on the subsequent electoral

behavior observed in home localities, controlling for their socioeconomic

standing (approximated by the share of college graduates in the adult pop-

ulation). The findings for home localities with peak participation rates under

about 20 percent indicate that both Yesh Atid and the left may have benefited

from local mobilization. However, among localities with higher levels of

protest participation, the impact on the two parties diverges. The effect on

Figure 9. Electoral outcomes in 2013, by local mobilization in 2011. Chart combines
estimates based on separate fractional polynomial regressions of the net effect of
home localities’ peak participation rate in the 2011 protests on two electoral out-
comes: the share of votes cast for Yesh Atid in 2013 and the absolute percentage
point change in the vote share of leftwing parties between the 2009 and 2013 elec-
tions. Minority sectors (Arabs, ultra-orthodox Jews and settlers) excluded. See text
for model specification and Online Appendix 6 (which can be found at http://smr.
sagepub.com/supplemental/) for results.
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Yesh Atid support flips, while the success of the left parties continues to rise.

It is likely that participants in highly mobilized localities were attracted by

the progressive agenda promoted by the protest, which was central to the

election rhetoric of the left parties but not Yesh Atid, which presented itself

as the party of the middle class.

These associations support our suggestion that data on protest participa-

tion at the level of towns and neighborhoods potentially have much to offer

scholars interested in how protests impact electoral outcomes. Future anal-

ysis will of course need to go beyond the simplified model tested here, which

cannot rule out alternative interpretations of the findings. It is possible that

previously formed preferences were responsible for both protest participation

and voting or that newly convinced left party and Yesh Atid voters were not

necessarily the same individuals who joined the protest.

Part 3: Conclusions

Because close to entire populations carry their phones with them wherever

they go, and the location of these devices is automatically recorded and

stored, a new frontier has opened for measuring and analyzing participation

in large-scale street protests. The data are gathered in real time, do not

necessitate advance preparation by researchers, and do not depend on either

active cooperation or self-reporting on the part of protesters. As a result, for

reasons explained in part 1 of this article, this type of data has a number of

advantages over alternative sources for conducting quantitative analysis of

participation in mass mobilizations.

No less important are the reasons why researchers should want to carry

out empirical research of the kind that the new data make possible. The social

justice protest in Israel in summer 2011 was part of a rare but recurrent

phenomenon, the emergence (usually unanticipated) of mass mobilizations

that spread within and across countries. If, as many scholars believe, the

recent waves were facilitated by new modes and technologies of communi-

cation, future national and/or international campaigns featuring massive

street protests are more likely than in the past. This adds to the importance

of expanding the toolbox for conducting quantitative research on both the

composition and dynamics of mobilization. As a result of sampling difficul-

ties, data quality issues, and cost constraints, established approaches have

serious limitations in investigating these two facets of large protest cam-

paigns. While the location data used in this article for illustrative purposes

have their own limitations (discussed below), they made it possible for us to
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identify the types of communities that sent protesters to the campaign and

when, where, and with whom they participated.

There are also other reasons why research of this kind matters. In their

seminal work Dynamics of Contention, McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly

(2001) set an agenda that called for focusing on episodes of contention

and exploring the mechanisms and processes that explain their develop-

ment. While the concept of protest campaign was not developed in their

volume (cf. Tilly and Tarrow 2007), the diverse empirical cases that

McAdam et al. brought to life are nearly all linked episodes of conten-

tion. This underlines the importance of adding to existing capabilities for

carrying out research informed by a campaign-oriented perspective

(Kriesi 2009). Such research provides broader context to particular events

and also accounts for details that are often overlooked when fully-fledged

social movements are studied. Scholars have specifically argued that

using campaigns as the unit of analysis is vital for understanding the

evolution of mass mobilizations and their dissolution as well (Andrews

and Biggs 2006; Staggenborg and Lecomte 2009). In the context of

future waves or cycles of contention (Koopmans 2004; Tarrow 2011),

the availability of time-stamped and geo-tagged behavioral data will

enable major advances in our understanding of the diffusion of mass

protests.

Another unresolved question in protest studies concerns the arc of con-

tentious collective action over the last half-century. As Van Aelst and Wal-

grave (2001) put it, we know that acts of protest have become “normalized,”

but is this also true of the type of people who protest? By their nature, mass

protest campaigns are an ideal test bed for investigating limits to the socio-

economic, cultural, and political inclusiveness of mass street protests. Pre-

vious scholarship has identified two different conditions for inclusive mass

mobilization: Negative coalitions sustained by perceptions of a common

enemy (Beissinger 2013; Dix 1984), and emotional movements triggered

by a sense of shock and outrage that transcends entrenched social and polit-

ical cleavages (Walgrave and Verhulst 2006). Our empirical application of

the uses of location data to study Israel’s 2011 protest campaign operatio-

nalized inclusivity by measuring the engagement of social sectors that were

least likely to participate (and also least researchable using conventional

methods). At the same time, the ability to evaluate time and space variations

in mobilization exposed new or rarely studied inclusionary mechanisms

including spatially accessible events, “magnet” event locations, and group

segmentation of protesters at the event level.
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The Uses of Mobile Location Data

This section proposes an analytical schema for thinking systematically about

the range of research questions that can be tackled using the type of data set

analyzed in this article. The schema has three main features:

� The relevant research questions are framed as testable effects.

� Two types of effects are distinguished, depending on whether protes-

ter mobilization serves as a dependent or independent variable.

� The aim is not only to map the specific types of analysis under-

taken for this article but also to identify other potentially fruitful

applications.

The schema is presented in Figure 10, where local mobilization (protest

participation relative to the size of the local population) is positioned in the

center. Mobilization is potentially explained by the independent variables

shown above it and also serves as an independent variable for the purpose of

explaining the outcomes shown below it. Consequently, the causal arrows

coming from above (continuous lines) represent hypothesized effects on

protest, while those pointing below (broken lines) signify effects of protest.

Figure 10. Testable effects using geographically aggregated protest participation
data. Effects shown in italics are not assessed in this article.
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Both the upper and lower levels of Figure 10 are divided into three

columns, representing three different levels of analysis. Our comments begin

with effects on protest (the upper level) and move from left to right.

Analyses in the first column test how attributes of home localities affect

local mobilization. In our research, the impact of the political orientation of

the residents was especially noteworthy.

The second column refers to effects of event characteristics on the

breadth and composition of mobilization. Findings reported earlier showed

how the timing and framing of events influenced mobilization in the Israeli

protest. Future research could examine such effects systematically by con-

structing indicators of the discursive framing of specific events by protest

organizers and other relevant actors—elites, opponents, the mass media, and

social media networks.

It is reasonable to expect that different phases and sites of protest attract

different types of protesters (cf. Soule 2004). The third column, described as

relational, addresses the questions where, when, and with whom mobilization

occurred by connecting the places where protesters live to the times and

places at which they participate and by attending to both the social and

spatial distance between home and event localities. Previously reported find-

ings for Israel have emphasized the role of spatial and temporal segmentation

in facilitating the mobilization of diverse publics.

The effects of protest shown in the lower level of Figure 10 follow the

same logic. The first column refers to possible downstream effects of

rates of local mobilization on subsequent political outcomes. Vote shifts

in the wake of the Israeli protest appear to support this expectation. The

second column asks whether the number and composition of protest

participants at specific events influences the response of other salient

actors. The third column draws attention to the multilevel relationship

between aggregate mobilization (measured behaviorally at the level of

home localities) and the propensity of individuals to join the protest

(measured by a survey that samples the same localities). Our research

indicates that in Israel, the likelihood of participation by otherwise sim-

ilar individuals was indeed boosted by the level of mobilization in their

community—providing they were not politically estranged from the pro-

test core.

The five effects shown in italics in Figure 10 were not explored in our

analyses. The box on the upper left-hand side includes two suggestions.

One is to consider the role of local social capital in the propensity of

residents to participate in mass demonstrations. The link between social

capital at the neighborhood level and engagement in politics and collective
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action has long been discussed (Krishna 2002; Putnam 2001; Verba,

Schlozman, and Brady 1995), with some scholars specifically pointing to

its role in the emergence of social movements (e.g., Nicholls 2009; Polese

2009). For the purpose of testing the effects of social capital on protest

propensity, geographically aggregated data on protest are arguably prefer-

able to the more commonly used individual-level measures of participation,

assuming that social capital is theorized as a property of communities rather

than individuals.

A further issue that lies beyond the scope of this article is the relationship

between online and off-line mobilization in mass protests. Studies of two

notable campaigns of 2013—in Turkey (Barberá et al. 2015) and Brazil

(Bastos, da Cunha Recuero, and da Silva Zago 2014)—revealed geographi-

cal separation between online supporters and off-line demonstrators. These

findings imply a complementary division of labor between the two spheres of

participation in contemporary large-scale protest campaigns. Studies in

other settings have probed the sequential relationship between local

online and off-line activity. Alongside evidence that social media activity

in a particular area is followed by street protest (Steinert-Threlkeld

2017), there are studies suggesting either that the two trend in parallel

(Jungherr and Jürgens 2014) or that local mobilization spurs subsequent

online activity (Porto and Brant 2015:197). Further advances in this area

would be greatly facilitated by utilizing mobile location data, which

provide far more precise spatial and temporal coordinates of participation

than the sources on which previous research has relied. Specifically,

analysis of online–off-line interactions would benefit from linking geo-

tagged social media activity with location data for active participants in

street demonstrations.

The box on the lower left side of Figure 10 notes that the potentially

testable downstream effects of protest on political action are not confined

to election outcomes. If locality-level data are available, it would also be

possible to analyze other political legacies of a mass mobilization campaign.

For example, in what types of communities was mobilization followed by a

higher probability of participation in later outbreaks of protest, the strength-

ening of local civil society organizations and the emergence of new ones, or

changes in local public policy?

Moving to the event level (center column), many additional event-level

influences on mobilization that have been identified by social movement

researchers could be profitably investigated. They include the sponsoring

organizations, the tactics deployed, and the presence of police and

counter-demonstrators. Several downstream effects of mobilization,
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capturing the dynamics of protest events, are suggested at the lower level.

Are responses by the authorities, such as police repression, influenced by the

number and identity of the protesters? How much are the extent and tone of

mass media coverage affected by who protests?

The framework in Figure 10 is not intended to be exhaustive. It is our hope

that it will stimulate thinking about other potential uses for the kind of data

analyzed in this article. Specifically, Figure 10 does not address the potential

for exploiting locality-based data on mobilization by using concepts and

methods from disciplines outside sociology or political science. In particular,

geography and network studies are equipped with concepts, statistical tools,

and methods of visualization capable of generating insights into the spatial

distribution of protesters, flows between home and event locations, and the

spatiotemporal diffusion of protest.

Limitations of the Data

The many merits of mobile location data for researching mass street protests

do not mean they are without flaws or that we can expect other methodol-

ogies to become redundant.27 For one thing, location data are unsuitable for

monitoring forms of collective action that are often deployed in conjunction

with demonstrations such as online political action, protest camps, small

demonstrations, and strikes. Still, we have argued that even without being

able to incorporate data on the broader repertoire of contention, there are

good reasons to study large-scale demonstrations. Their visibility, contribu-

tion to total protest participation, and potential impact on discourse, policy,

and power are unlikely to be matched by other forms of collective conten-

tious action. For this reason, street demonstrations remain the flagship form

of action by contemporary mass movements.28

In the context of street protests, mobile location data alone cannot offer a

comprehensive portrait of who joins collective acts of protest and why. True,

the behavioral nature of the data automatically generated by telecommunica-

tions and smartphones is a major strength. Nevertheless, the invisibility of

subjectivity means that no information is available on the motivations, per-

ceptions, intentions, and emotions of the actors who participate or refrain

from participating in large demonstrations. These absences limit the range of

research questions that can be addressed and leave out many of the social,

psychological, and political mechanisms which scholars have suggested can

explain whether and why individual protesters mobilize. Additional research

methods, both quantitative and qualitative, will therefore continue to play an

essential role.
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Data availability could also be an issue. A scenario in which the author-

ities are suspected by protesters of using location data to identify and punish

them may cause participants to leave their mobile phones at home or turned

off during demonstrations. Other limitations depend on the specifics of how

location data are collected and disseminated by individual cellular networks

and data vendors and the restrictions imposed by regulators. For example,

when either networks or intermediaries perform in-house analysis for clients,

they work with the original locational data, typically merged with other

individual-level data. In contrast, researchers wishing to carry out their own

analyses may be limited to data extracts that are less rich and less precise.

Another caveat is that while mobile location data improve our ability to

estimate the size of protests, they have serious limitations in this respect. It

has been shown that several types of location data are capable of supplying

quite accurate estimates of crowd size (Botta, Moat, and Preis 2015) but

under restrictive conditions that did not apply in our case and would also

not apply in others. The event of interest would have to take place in a clearly

bounded area, individual-level data would be continuously available in

order to deal with the problem of turnover (people arriving and departing

over the course of an event), and the target crowd would not include

bystanders. As pointed out when introducing our data set, distinguishing

bystanders from protesters is arguably the most serious challenge to accu-

rately identifying participants in most mass protest events.29 In the absence

of explicit information on intentionality at the individual level, researchers

need to focus on improving the precision with which protest spaces are

defined and the crowds within them are counted and on developing

enhanced methods of indirectly assessing the likely presence of bystanders.

Uncertainty regarding the dividing line between protesters and nonprotes-

ters introduces an unquantifiable element of uncertainty into analyses like

those conducted for this article.

The geographical aggregation of our data is convenient in some respects

but also imposes constraints. The range of covariates which it is feasible to

analyze excludes variables (e.g., gender) that cannot be meaningfully aggre-

gated by geographical units. Even with suitable attributes, such as the social

and political variables used in our examples, interpretation of relationships

between the compositional features of home localities and their rate of

mobilization runs the risk of erroneous causal inference. The so-called eco-

logical fallacy arises because associations between aggregated attributes of

the people living in a given geographical unit and their presumed conse-

quences may be quite different to those found when the same associations are

tested between individuals (Glynn and Wakefield 2010). That said, there are
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a number of ways in which the risk of ecological fallacy can be assessed and

potentially reduced.30

Finally, the more routine (but no less vital) data quality issues touched on

when we introduced our data set in part 2 need to be considered. Are phone

owners in general, and the specific sample of owners whose devices are

tracked by a given data vendor, representative of the population of potential

protesters? If not, are the gaps successfully closed when estimates are

weighted and extrapolated to population level? How reliable is the assign-

ment of devices to home localities?

The standard scientific procedure for evaluating the seriousness of such

issues is external validation, something which Calabrese, Ferrari, and Blon-

del (2014) have urged researchers using location data to undertake. In a rare

reported instance in which validation was carried out, the researchers con-

ducted a study that utilized location data supplied by our vendor. Their study

of commuting patterns throughout Israel yielded results described as

“remarkably consistent” with census data (Razin and Charney 2015:1142).

Unfortunately, for reasons already mentioned in the case of protest partici-

pation, no ground truth data are available. Lacking the option of external

validation against a gold standard, we have offered sensitivity tests as an

alternative way to assess the robustness of substantive findings (Online

Appendix 2, which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/).

The potential limitations to which we have drawn attention should cer-

tainly not deter protest researchers from utilizing mobile location data for

studying large protests. The drawbacks of any method of data collection can

only be judged in relation to its benefits and the availability of alternatives. In

our judgment, the advantages of the data introduced and analyzed here far

outweigh their limitations. Moreover, the field of locational big data is rap-

idly expanding, and with this expansion have come more precise and con-

tinuous location recording and enhanced integration of complementary

information, often at the individual level. That said, the increasing accuracy,

richness, and specificity of location data add to the ethical concerns they

raise, which is the final topic we address.

Privacy and Ethical Issues

The most obvious ethical challenge for researchers using mobile location

data is obtaining informed consent from phone owners whose movements

are monitored.31 The fine print of contracts signed by the subscribers of a

cellular network often includes agreeing to the network operator storing

and selling their location data. Similarly, smartphone apps are required (at
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least on first use) to request permission to activate location services. It

appears however that most users are unaware of the extent to which their

location is tracked, and the resulting information is resold for profit and

made available to the authorities. Even those aware of the intrusive nature

and potentially pernicious uses of location data may be intimidated by the

difficulty of understanding and enabling device and application settings

that limit or prohibit tracking by location services. They may also be reluc-

tant to forfeit the usability and usefulness that are lost when apps are denied

access to these services.

To protect the privacy of individual phone owners, governments impose

varying levels and types of regulation. Vendors and analysts of data gener-

ated by the standard operating procedures of cellular networks may be obli-

gated to anonymize the identity of devices in their own database and to

supply clients with data sets containing aggregated data. However, these

precautions in themselves do not necessarily prevent individuals from being

identified. That depends in large part on the strictness of the rules applied

such as how frequently the internal ID numbers of devices have to be anon-

ymized and how much the data supplied to end users are blurred.

The preparation and sale of location information gathered by smart-

phone apps is more challenging to control and is also less constrained by

regulation (at least in the United States) than data derived from mobile

network operators.32 Reasons for this include the relative newness and

evolving nature of the location services data industry and the implicit

expectations of policy makers that corporations like Google and Facebook

will self-regulate or smartphone owners will grasp and responsibly exercise

their ability to protect their own privacy. Ancillary data supplying rich

complementary information on individuals add an even more serious pri-

vacy risk. This type of information is offered by major cell network opera-

tors, not only shady data aggregators.33

The difficulty of respecting the privacy of mobile phone owners, espe-

cially at a time when the invasiveness of data gathering is increasing along

with the richness and precision of available data, poses the risk that academic

researchers may find themselves barred altogether by funding agencies or

their own institutions from utilizing mobile location data for research. Yet,

given the nature of automatically collected data, the many hands through

which it may pass, and the constantly expanding uses for which such data are

being exploited, it could be argued that for this type of data, user consent

could never be more than dimly informed. Consequently, we believe that

efforts to protect the unknowing subjects of research based on big location

data should focus on building privacy safeguards into the data generation
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process, maximizing deterrence of privacy violations by data vendors, and

placing barriers between researchers and individual-level data.

Where governments fail to meet these goals, academic institutions might

adopt their own regulations aimed at creating an acceptable balance between

researcher access and ethical considerations. Two types of privacy-

enhancing barriers would help ease the trade-off. One is to follow the lead

of official statistical bureaus that create a sterile space between researchers

and sensitive micro-data sets by providing closely regulated access in secure

research spaces. In addition, researchers could be offered the option of

unmediated access to “safe” data sets like the one we acquired, consisting

of count data that have been preaggregated by geographical home locations

(cf. Sanches et al. 2014). The conviction that this type of data set can sub-

stantially advance knowledge without risking the privacy and wellbeing of

unwitting phone owners is an important reason why this article has gone into

such detail concerning the preparation and processing of locality-aggregated

data sets and the specific ways in which they can advance social research on

street protests.

Finally, we recommend that researchers of mass protest prepare them-

selves to deploy a multipronged approach to location data when future mass

protest events take place. For example, the type of thin-but-wide data on

which this article has focused could be productively combined with sup-

plementary data based on voluntary location tracking by phone owners who

are either found at or directed to the site of a demonstration. Using a

special-purpose smartphone app, these informants could be asked to acti-

vate their GPS and periodically provide real-time feedback on their inten-

tions, perceptions, and subjective experiences (cf. Palmer et al. 2013).34

The resulting deep-but-narrow data would make it possible for researchers

to fill important gaps and would add great value to the type of research

reported in this article.

In closing, we wish to succinctly reiterate the two different goals of this

article. First, to alert readers to the truly new and exciting contributions that

mobile location data can and will make, not only to the study of large-scale

street protests but also to resolving debates and addressing lacunae that

have broad significance for the study of contentious collective action. Our

second aim has been to encourage the development of skills and procedures

that will facilitate undertaking and enhancing research of this kind in the

future. We hope that our work will contribute to awareness of both old and

new research questions that location data can address; technical desiderata,

pitfalls and trade-offs, and their implications; the development of transpar-

ent procedures for data cleaning and processing that will eventually become
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standardized; and familiarity with data analysis tools that we have found

helpful. Continued pooling of expertise and experience in the future will do

much to realize the potential of this new field of inquiry. Researchers

wishing to utilize our own data set will be able to do so under conditions

of phased availability.35

Authors’ Note

We received valuable feedback at a workshop we convened at Tel Aviv University

and in seminars at Sciences Po (Sociology), Berkeley (Political Science), and NYU

(Sociology).
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Notes

1. A protest campaign is a “thematically, socially, and temporally interconnected”

series of contentious collective actions (Della Porta and Rucht 2002:3). Cam-

paigns have typically been conceived as part of the repertoire of fully-fledged
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social movements, but as recent instances of mass protest make clear, they may

also be initiated by activists with connections to a variety of movements or none

at all (Flesher Fominaya 2014).

2. Examples include Beissinger, Jamal, and Mazur (2015), Rüdig and Karyotis

(2014), and Yoruk and Yuksel (2014).

3. A recent comprehensive guide to methods and applications for using twitter as

social science data by Steinert-Threlkeld (2018) includes helpful information on

the quality of twitter-derived location data and its potential uses. Our reading of

the literature (e.g., Cesare, Grant, and Nsoesie 2017; Graham, Hale, and Gaffney

2014; Malik et al. 2015; Sloan and Morgan 2015) is that twitter location data are

generally less robust than mobile location data. Only a small proportion of tweets

include metadata or content that can be used to infer their location with compa-

rable or better accuracy, samples of tweets can be biased if the service is not

universally used (a significant limitation in some countries, including Israel in

2011), and the background information available on tweeters is limited (although

new methods are being developed to improve this capability). That said, a recent

study of participation in the Women’s Marches held throughout the United States

following the 2016 Presidential election finds that tweet-based estimates of the

order of magnitude of protest events were highly correlated with estimates

derived from mobile location data (Sobolev et al. 2019).

4. The differences include location accuracy, frequency of data collection, vulner-

ability to network overload, whether and under what conditions the data are

available to end users, and what linked ancillary data (if any) are provided. Since

the details vary between networks (depending on their hardware and software), as

well as between countries and vendors, they can only be established on a case-by-

case basis.

5. The sole published study of protest activity based on location data of which we

are aware, by Traag, Quax, and Sloot (2017), is quite different from the present

research. The researchers obtained an entire year of individual call detail records

from an unidentified African country, which they matched to 39 small standalone

protest events (mean ¼ 340 participants).

6. The data vendor was TrendIt, an Israeli technology company active between

2008 and 2016. The mobile network carrier generating the data was Cellcom,

which in the year of the protest accounted for 35.7 percent of all Israeli sub-

scribers (Cohen 2013), and was considered to have especially strong coverage

among two large minorities (Arab citizens and ultra-orthodox Jews) which have

proven difficult to investigate with surveys (Harel Kfir 2011; Kristal 2011). We

purchased data from TrendIt after being informed that the company’s data gath-

ering and distribution practices were governed by regulations of Israel’s Ministry
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of Communications, which protect the identity of network subscribers and forbid

the sale of data which could be used to identify individuals.

7. Central Bureau of Statistics. Retrieved March 30, 2017 (http://www.cbs.gov.il/

mifkad/mifkad_2008/hagdarot_e.pdf).

8. The original data extraction included seven events that we later disqualified. Two

of these were not integral to the protest campaign. One small event (with a

reported size of 2,000) was excluded after discovering that the vendor had mis-

takenly used a target area provided for a different city. The remaining four events

were excluded because they yielded estimates of fewer than 1,000 participants.

Note that three other events with fewer than 1,000 participants were retained

because they occurred at locations that also hosted additional events, enabling

their campaign-wide participations to easily pass our threshold.

9. For reasons explained in Online Appendix 1 (which can be found at http://smr.

sagepub.com/supplemental/), the procedure we adopted is more relevant to

bystanders from outside an event locality than to local residents.

10. Note that the sample does not include 53 home localities with missing data on

covariates. Population data (and all other data utilized in this research except for

election results) are from Israel’s 2008 census. They cover all residents of Israel,

including Jewish settlers in the occupied territories. We excluded Palestinian

residents of East Jerusalem because they are not Israeli citizens and do not

participate in Israeli politics. In any event, they could not have been meaningfully

included in the analysis since the Central Bureau of Statistics treats the whole of

Arab East Jerusalem as a single statistical area.

11. The word participations is more accurate than participants, since the same indi-

viduals may have participated in more than one event.

12. Extreme values of peak participation (in excess of 80 percent of the working-age

population), found in only 28 home localities, were tapered to a top-coded upper

limit (100 percent) while preserving their rank order.

13. According to surveys conducted during the protest, a vast majority of the public

were sympathetic to the protest. For example, the Peace Index surveys carried out

in July and August 2011 (available from www.peaceindex.org/defaultEng.aspx)

indicate that it enjoyed the support of (respectively) 88 percent and 78 percent of

the general public.

14. Henceforth “participation rate” will be used as shorthand for “peak participation

rate”, defined earlier as the highest hourly number of presumed protesters

recorded from a home locality throughout the campaign, relative to its

working-age population.

15. Estimates of the ultra-orthodox population are from Malach, Choshen, and

Cahaner (2016). Figures for the other two sectors are drawn from the

Statistical Abstract of Israel 2015 (tables 2.1 and 2.16). Palestinians resident
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in East Jerusalem (who are predominantly not citizens) are not included in

the analysis, and settlers do not include the large number of Jewish residents

of Jerusalem living in parts of the city that were conquered in 1967. Note

that due to above-average birthrates, especially among the ultra-orthodox, the

minority sectors’ share of potential protesters is significantly smaller than

their share of the population.

16. For an overview of social and political cleavages in Israel, see Sasley and Waller

(2016).

17. Detailed information on the per-sector distribution of participation rates across

active home localities is provided in Online Appendix 4 (which can be found at

http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/). All distributions follow a similar log-

normal form.

18. The first two of the cited studies relied on self-reports by survey respondents of

their distance from the nearest protest event, whereas the third (by Traag et al.)

utilized mobile location data.

19. Arab home localities are included in this analysis, but many are missing data

on the distribution of votes. We dealt with this problem by assigning all Arab

localities a token left-center vote share of 1 percent, randomly jittered.

20. Multiple fractional polynomial modeling is a flexible method that iteratively

identifies the polynomial function that best fits the association between each

covariate and the dependent variable. By introducing power transformations of

the predictor variables, this method can successfully model complex and non-

linear relationships and provide estimates that closely reflect the underlying data.

(for more details, see Royston and Sauerbrei 2008; Sauerbrei and Royston 2016).

21. However, due to diminishing sample sizes, at distances exceeding around 20

kilometers the magnitude of the net minority–majority gap becomes statistically

uncertain.

22. For example, localities that are situated 40 kilometers away from the most acces-

sible protest are 49 percent (majority) and 61 percent (minority) less likely to be

active than their counterparts at a distance of 30 kilometers.

23. Participation rates are logged because their distribution is skewed to the left and

has a long right tail.

24. The single exception is that in the second cycle settler participation hardly rose at

the peak.

25. See Online Appendix 5 (which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supple

mental/) for further information on the 2012 “Democracy Index” survey utilized

for this analysis. Since the survey geocoded municipalities rather than home

localities (i.e., census tracts), we aggregated estimates of local mobilization to

the municipal level before merging them with survey data for 659 geocoded

respondents residing in 118 municipalities.
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26. A different threat to the causal status of the effect of local mobilization, which we

do not attempt to address here, is that individuals may self-select into localities on

grounds that include or correlate with local participation norms.

27. For general discussions of the limitations of big data, see Boyd and Crawford

(2012) and Tufekci (2014). Mobilizing Ideas (2015) published an online sympo-

sium on big data in social movement research.

28. Occupy Wall Street, which focused almost entirely on encampments and online

activity, is a notable exception.

29. The Women’s March, referenced at the outset of this article, is an example of a

mass event held in a clearly demarcated area. Nevertheless, some of those present

at such an event could still be bystanders of a kind, either curious but not

committed or agents provocateurs. It bears emphasis that the problem of bystan-

ders is inherent in all indirect methods of identifying and counting protesters,

whether observational (geo-located data or traditional “crowd science” methods)

or inferential (based on the content of text and images posted on social media).

30. In work in progress using the Israeli data set analyzed in this article, we

adopt three approaches. First, as an alternative to attempting to isolate the net

effects of specific locality attributes via some form of multivariate analysis,

we cluster multiple attributes of localities into distinct configurations or

“types” using latent class analysis (Magidson and Vermunt 2004). Second,

we are experimenting with an approach proposed by Rosen et al. (2001) for

placing logical and statistically reasonable bounds on ecological associations.

Third, in order to improve ecological inferences, we intend to make use of

multilevel data sets that combine individual and aggregate data, like the one

used in this article to investigate contextual effects on individuals (Jackson,

Best, and Richardson 2006).

31. The summary that follows is based on research articles cited in part 1 of this

article (mainly in the subsection Sources of Mobile Location Data), other spe-

cialized academic papers (Jiow 2016; Zurbarán et al. 2014), and investigations by

news organizations and privacy watchdogs (e.g., Valentino-Devries et al. 2018).

32. Effective May 2018, the European Union introduced the General Data Protection

Regulation, which among other things allows heavy penalties to be imposed on

digital information companies that violate user rights to location privacy.

33. In May 2017, the data division of one of the largest cellular networks in the UK

proposed selling one of the authors a data set for analyzing participation in large

protest events in the UK since 2013, that would include personal attributes (age

and gender) culled from subscriber records, and weblogs and app usage data

scraped from their devices. The proposal incongruously added that “We are

required by data privacy guidelines to aggregate to units of 10.”
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34. This type of interactive location tracking using a known sample would also be

effective in testing the external validity of indirect methods of identifying bystan-

ders and improving their accuracy.

35. The working data set can be obtained from the authors for replication purposes.

Two years after publication of this article, the data set will be made available for

any purpose. Kindly contact the corresponding author.
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